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Abstract
Objectives: The present research work generally focuses on predicting diseases from the lung disease test by using data 
mining techniques for spirometry data. Methods/Statistical Analysis: Spirometry is used to create baseline lung function, 
check out dyspnea, disclose pulmonary disease, watching effects of therapies used to treat respiratory disease, calculate 
respiratory impairment, evaluate operative risk, and performs surveillance for occupational-relevant lung diseases. 
Pulmonary function tests are used to find out lung capacity, based on which the many of the lung diseases can be identified. 
In this research work, a combination of k-means clustering algorithm and Decision tree algorithm was developed. From 
the results investigation, it is known that the proposed aggregated k-means algorithm and decision tree algorithm for 
spirometry data is better which compared to other algorithms such as Genetic algorithm, classifier training algorithm, 
and neural network based classification algorithms. Findings: Existing algorithms are unable to handle noisy data and 
also with Failure occurrence for a nonlinear data set. It should not classify the data set based on their input attributes. 
Prediction is not possible for existing system. Applications/Improvement: Spirometry data which is used to predict the 
lung capacity using Aggregated K-means and Decision tree algorithm. Our proposed approach is evaluated for each dataset 
accordingly.

1. Introduction

Nowadays Lung diseases are a major serious disease 
which is affected by human health vigorously. Spirometry 
is an effective tool for finding patients diseases, using 
pulmonary function test. Pulmonary function test is 
an only test for analyzing the patient’s disorders in an 
effective manner. Because it has better equipment mate-
rials and well experts are there in these tests. Here our 
research work is based on their spirometry data how their 
patient’s diseases are predicted using K means cluster-
ing and decision tree algorithms. Most of the researchers 
doing their research work in data mining, which provide 

better results compared to other areas in medical field1. 
Clustering is one of the familiar common unproven data 
mining approaches that are used to explore the hidden 
structures enclosed in a dataset. Cluster analysis aim 
is to standardize a collection of patterns into clusters 
based on their affinity. The goal of clustering is to pro-
vide users to identify different groups in a dataset, and 
to reduce the amount of data by classifying a similar data 
items together. Data clustering is most widely used tools 
in data mining. Clustering technologies allow multiple 
servers to work in union to present the presence of a sin-
gle computing environment2. It follows variety of steps 
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Clustering Operation.

First step is the process of finding the most effec-
tive subset of the original features to use in clustering, 
feature extraction is input features are transformed and 
to produce salient output feature. Cluster complexity is 
increased due to the improper selection of the features. 
Second step is mostly important approach to select the 
algorithm correctly by applying domain knowledge. 
Basically many of the algorithms are based upon the 
various input parameters, like number of clusters, opti-
mization/construction criterion, abandon condition, 
proximity measure etc. but it is impractical to develop 
a generalized framework of clustering methods for the 
application in the different areas like social, scientific, 
and medical fields. The final step of clustering procedure 
manages with the representation of the clusters. The 
k-Means clustering algorithm is mostly used, simplest 
unsupervised learning algorithms that report the well-
known clustering problem3. In this technique follows a 
simple and effective method to organize a given data set 
through a certain number of clusters. The k-Means algo-
rithm can be run many times to reduce the complexity 
of grouping data4. It is a simple algorithm that has been 
modified to most of the problem areas and it is a well-
born candidate to work for a randomly generated data 
points5.

2. Proposed Methodology

The primary objective of this analysis is to predict the 
diseases from the medical data sets, using the test of 
Pulmonary Function Test. Many researchers are inter-
ested to do their research in this domain. Proposed 
methodology is aggregated K means and decision tree 
algorithm for spirometry data, which is used to identify, 
follow, and managing their patients with lung disor-
ders. This type of test also defines lung movements but 
it needs more practical equipment and experts were 
available for pulmonary function laboratory. It is used to  

calculating  lung operation, especially the amount (vol-
ume) and/or speed (flow) of air that can be inhaled and 
exhaled. Spirometer is a most important tool mainly used 
for creating pneumotachographs, which are more helpful 
for assessing conditions like cystic, asthma, fibrosis, cys-
tic. Many of the spirometers view the following graphs, 
called spirograms. The medical dataset contained in all 
the information aggregated during a survey it needs to be 
analyzed6. Studying how to interpret the results is a major 
part of the survey process. It is collection of intercon-
nected data with user defined parameters. 

Pulmonary Function Testing (PFT)) are most help-
ful in calculated the general type of lung disorder and 
determines the severity. Heart disorders may also effect 
of breath and other symptoms that may suggest a lung 
disorder and because of lung disorders7.

2.1  Aggregated K Means and Decision Tree 
Algorithm

K means algorithm is like a dividing based clustering 
algorithm, is to classify the given data objects into n dif-
ferent clusters over the iterative, converging to a local 
minimum. The results generated clusters are minimized 
and independent8.

2.2 Algorithm for K Means Clustering
Input: C= {c1, c2, c3…..cn}, cluster sets,
D= {d1, d2, Dn} data sets
Output: find mean value µi

Begin
Choose any cluster from Data set D
Repeat
While (Cj € D)
Assign Z as a Cluster centric
Select similar data
Compute Mean Value µi

End 

Flow Chart of K Means Clustering Algorithm
This algorithm is a mathematical, unsupervised, non-
deterministic, iterative technique. It is very fast and 
understood by each and every one for most of the prac-
tical applications. This method is verified to be a very 
effective way that can generate good clustering results. 
It is very much suited for generating globular clusters in 
Figure 2.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asthma
https://www.merckmanuals.com/home/lung-and-airway-disorders/diagnosis-of-lung-disorders/pulmonary-function-testing-pft
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Figure 2. Flow chart of K means clustering algorithm.

2.3 Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision trees are combined of computational and 
mathematical techniques to aid the representation, gen-
eralization and categorization of a given set of data. A 
Decision tree is a format which contains a root node, 
branches, and leaf nodes. Each internal node denoted as 
check on associate degree attribute, every branch denoted 
as the end result of a check and every leaf node denoted 
as a category label9. The topmost node within the tree is 
called as root node. The main goal is to produce a model 
that predicts the value of a required variable based upon 
many input variables the decision tree model also uses 
the prediction based rules classification. The known label 
of test data is compared along with the classified result. 
Accuracy rate is calculated based on the percentage of test 
set samples10. 

Algorithm for Decision Tree
Step 1: The leaflet is labeled with the same class if the 
instances belong to the same class.
Step 2: For each parameters, the potential information 
will be evaluated and the gain in information will be 
taken from the test on the parameter. 

Step 3: Finally the best parameter will be selected based 
on the present selection parameter.
Input: Attributes (a1, a2, a3…an)
Output: Predicted value Pv
Begin
Where
R – Root, B-Branches, Lf - Leaf nodes
Select each attribute (Aj)
Calculate potential information Pi

Find best attribute based on the prediction
End 

Figure 3. Decision trees of spirometry data.

It states that proposed decision tree for spirometry data. 
It predicts the lung Diseases based on their pulmonary 
function test11. Clusters are grouped based on their simi-
lar characteristics of their clusters. Here root nodes are 
denoted as a5, a8, a9, a1, a2, a0, a4 etc. Decision trees are 
used to predict the values for using true/false condition12. 
It is implemented using WEKA tool; it predicted the dis-
eases based on their decision tree algorithm in Figure 3.

3. Experimental Results

The project work executed by WEKA software tool. It 
contains the variety of clustering algorithms that are used 
to figure out clusters. WEKA software is a combination 
of open source Natural language algorithms mainly used 
for pre-possessing, classifieds, clustering, and association 
rule. WEKA Tool is based upon Java for data mining. 
Data’s are normally described by flat text files. It also 
includes different data files such as, ”arff ”,”csv” file for-
mats. Performance can be evaluated by aggregated of K 
means and decision tree algorithm.
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In this K means algorithm using percentage filter for 
spirometry data. Removal of noise is easy for applying 
those filters14. Normally the spirometer can measure by 
Forced vital capacity (FVC), Forced Expiratory volume 
one (FEV1). Based on Prediction values only spirometer 
results are measured15. Measuring Performance depends 
on patients Air quality, smoking habit, allergy details, 
weather factors etc. The fitted curve coefficients and pre-
dicted values for FVC, FEV1, and FEV1% are some of the 
inputs to the MLPNN (Multilayer perception neural net-
work). Distinct MLP structures were tested. It is shown 
in Figure 5.

It states that the preprocessed data set of spirom-
etry data, which contains different functional test data 
of south Indian ethnic group for both male and female. 
Raw spirometry data was preprocessed and clustered into 
instance groups which are stated above. Where Instance-I, 
Instance-II, Instance-III denoted as a Cluster groups of k 
means algorithm. Different cluster values are shown in 
Table 1 represented as Instance-I, Instance-II, Instance-
III shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Representing data for Spirometry data
Attributes Instance-I Instance-II Instance-III

FVC 1 10 1
FEV1 35 55 26

FEV1/FVC 157 157 154
PEF 50 50 44
FEF2575 1.47 1.47 0.96
FEF25 1.27 1.27 2.55
FEF25 52 52 38
FEF75 0.7 0.7 0.86
FEV3 2.31 2.31 2.13
FET 49 49 42
FIVC 100 100 89.6
FIV1 74.3 74.3 82.5
FIV1/FIVC 107 90 107

3.1 Performance Analysis Graph
The performance analysis graph states that the com-
parison between the training data and the test data. The 
training data (X axis plotted graph) was not applied with 
any preprocessing filters whereas the test data (Y axis 
plotted graph) was applied with unsupervised instance 

Figure 4. K means algorithm using training set for 
spirometry data.

The categorization of spirometry data for different 
attributes such as FVC, FEC, etc., the lung cancer data-
set are processed for aggregated clustering algorithms 
such as k-Means and Decision tree clustering13. The 
above attributes are selected based on the datasets. The 
k-Means algorithm is mostly used for grouping a data. 
Existing algorithm drawback was attributes are not cat-
egorized, so prediction also not possible it’s shown in 
Figure 4.

Figure 5. K means algorithm using percentage set for 
Spirometry data.
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filters namely removes percentage. Then this filtered data 
was applied with the cluster mode called the supplied 
test set using k-means clustering algorithm. Performance 
and Accuracy can be improved by applying filters and to 
detect the errors using this proposed approach shown in 
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Comparison between training data and test data.

4. Conclusion

This research work is done for effective analyzed their spi-
rometry data using aggregated k means and decision tree 
algorithm. Our proposed method uses different Input 
data sets for specifying the spirometry data. Numerous 
attributes such as FVC, FEV1, and FEV1/FVC, etc., 
were used for obtaining different Instance values. It uses 
Instance filters and preprocessing filters to remove their 
noisy data and it predicts the patient’s lung diseases are 
effectively. Test data was surveyed about south Indian 
ethni group for male and female candidate. In future work 
GM-DBSCAN (Gaussian Means-Density Based Spatial 
Clustering of Application with Noise) algorithm was pro-
posed for predicting different types of diseases based on 
different variety of parameters. Commonly DBSCAN is 
the most familiar algorithm for analyzing the clusters. But 
it failed with choosing parameters. So Gaussian Means is 
used to calculating the value of DBSCAN’s parameters. 
This is used to produce a better quality of clustering 
results. Spirometry data is mostly used for medical related 
applications.
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